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Abstract 
 

Electrical impedance tomography (EIT) is a non-invasive technique for 

imaging the electrical conductivity and permittivity in the body by 

measuring the electrical potential on the surface. One of the EIT 

applications in the medical field is breast cancer detection. The study 

proposed a rectangular geometry EIT multi-frequency device based on the 

Finite Volume Method (FVM) reconstruction method. This device can be 

used to complement mammography images into dual EIT-mammography 

modalities. The EIT device built of DDS AD9850 as a programmable multi-

frequency sinusoidal generator, AD620 as instrument amplifier, AD536 as an 

AC converter, and ADS1115 as an ADC 16 bit. These devices can scan at 

the maximum frequency of 100 kHz. The device has been tested with a 

phantom of distilled water and carrots in the center and on the sides. The 

reconstruction methods one step different frequency produces a 

rectangular geometric image with anomalies in the depth and at the 

surface clearly. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
 

Electrical impedance tomography (EIT) provide low 

cost, real-time, non-invasive imaging modality that 

can image the electrical conductivity and 

permittivity of the body [1]. The electrodes are 

attached to the surface of the body and a certain 

current pattern is introduced into them through the 

electrodes. The distribution of the electrical 

conductivity and permittivity in the body is 

reconstructed based on the measurement of the 

electric potential data of the electrodes positioned 

around the boundary [2, 3]. 

EIT was applied in the medical field, including the 

monitoring of intracranial hemorrhages or 

hematomas [4], cancer detection were lung cancer 

[5], skin cancer [6] and breast cancer [7], study of 

pelvic fluid accumulation [8], pulmonary ventilation 

analysis [9], blood pressure measurement [10], lung 

imaging [11],  Cardio-Pulmonary Monitoring [12], 

Hyperthermia Treatment [13], Pediatric Lung Disease 

[14], Breast Imaging [15], Brain Imaging [16]. 

Several researchers developed EIT devices 

including a telemedicine system based on the fast 

and portable EIT [17]. Hartinger et.al. developed EIT 

based system with a handheld probe comprising 16 

disposable semi-invasive electrodes for the early 

diagnosis of skin cancer [18], and a multifrequency 

EIT system for biomedical imaging [19]. The variety 

and importance of the  EIT for biomedicine, that it is 

necessary to develop EIT, especially in the 

biomedical field. 

In general, the design of the object surface 

boundaries is circular because it represents many 

objects including the thorax, head, abdomen, and 

breasts. In certain conditions, it used box geometry 

such as mammography. The research used 

mammography geometry has been carried out by 

modeling a rectangular geometry with an 

arrangement of electrodes at the top and bottom 

[20]. 

The success of mammography geometry is then 

used as a dual-modality of mammography and EIT 

[21], and thermography and EIT [22]. To support this 

research, a simulation study of 2D rectangular 

geometry finite volume methods (FVM) has been 

conducted by K. Ain et al. with good results [-23]. 

FVM has several advantages than Finite Element 

Methods (FEM). Several researchers have reported 

many advantages of FVM than FEM [24] including 

FVM and FEM methods are qualitatively similar but 

different quantitatively from theoretical solutions. In 

theory, FVM provides a better approach than FEM 

[25]. FVM can produce a higher mesh density than 

FEM [26]. Computationally, FEM takes longer 

computation time and requires more memory than 

FVM [26]. Based on this background, our study is to 

realize a 2D rectangular geometry multi-frequency 

EIT device using the FVM method. 

 

 

2.0 METHODOLOGY 
 

This research focuses on the multi-frequency 

electrical impedance tomography system for planar 

objects. The research started by designing the 

device then testing the performance of EIT data 

acquisition system modules. The modules include: 

signal generator, DC block, Voltage Converter 

Current Source (VCCS), and voltage measurement 

system shown in Figure 1.  

We used the signal generator module DDS 

AD9850 that could produce a sinus signal offset DC 

with frequencies from 0 to 40 MHz [27]. The DC block 

or a HPF (High Pass Filter) was used to shift the DC 

sinus signal into an AC sinus signal. The VCCS provides 

constant current that was needed as the current 

injection. The current frequency could be changed 

by adjusting the signal generator frequency. The 

target of current injection in the EIT system was 

adjusted using a multiplexer. Meanwhile, the target 

of voltage measurement was adjusted using a 

demultiplexer. The voltage between electrodes was 

measured using the AD536 instrument amplifier that 

converted AC signals into DC signals so that the 

results could be read by the ADC. 

 

 
 

Figure 1 Multi-frequency electrical impedance tomography 

system for rectangular objects 

 

 

The modules were integrated and synchronized 

into an EIT system. Data acquisition was an 

experimental step to test the performance of the 2D 

multi-frequency EIT system. The hardware was tested 

by doing a scan to a breast phantom, which 

produced experimental electric potential data. The 

phantom water and carrot as a substitute for breast 

and cancer, based on electrical impedance 

spectroscopy data that carrot in water is similar to 

cancer in the breast [28, 29]. Reconstruction was 

done using the relative reconstruction method from 

FVM forward problem [18], which makes the multi-

frequency electrical impedance tomography device 

suitable for breast cancer detection. Relative method 

assumes that the potential change boundary is a 

linear function of the change in conductivity [30,31]. 

The relative reconstruction methods can be written as 

[𝛿𝜎] = ([𝑆] 𝑇[𝑆] + 𝐼) −1 [𝑆] 𝑇 [𝛿𝑉]. Where [V] is 

change of boundary potential, [S] is sensitivity matrix, 
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 is regularisation parameter, I is identity matrix and 

[] is relative conductivity. The analysis was done by 

comparing the object phantom with the 

reconstructed image obtained. 

 

 

3.0 RESULT AND DISCUSSION 
 

Results obtained in this research include Adjustment 

of signal frequency, DC block or HPF (High Pass Filter), 

VCCS, voltage measurement, and multi-frequency 

EIT system for planar objects.   

(1) Adjustment of signal frequency 

AD9850 is a controllable generator which can 

generate signals DC offset at frequencies 0 Hz to 

40MHz. ATMEL designed an AD9850 DDS open source 

in the module that supports the Arduino. The 

execution of the program produced DC offset 

analog signals from frequency 0 until 1 MHz  is shown 

in Figure 2, more than 1 MHz, it will produce a bad 

sine wave signal. 

 

 
 

Figure 2 Sinus signal produced by DDS module AD9850 at 

frequencies 1 MHz 

 

 

Figure 2 shows that the signals produced have a 

nice form, however, frequencies over 40MHz showed 

an unstable signal. The Vrms produced were plotted 

versus frequency, shown in Figure 3. The graph shows 

that the Vrms produced was 600 mV stable at 

frequencies up to 1 MHz shown in Figure 3. 

 

 
 

Figure 3 Vrms voltage produced by DDS module at 

frequencies up to 40 MHz. 

 

 

(2) Block DC 

 

In order for the DC signal to become an AC signal, 

the signal must be passed through a DC block, as 

shown in Figure 4. The mechanism of the block DC 

shifts down or changes the DC off set into zero since 

the DC off set voltage is filtered by the DC block. This 

circuit is exactly the same as a high pass filter, using C 

= 100 µF and R = 1 kΩ, theoretically will produce HPF 

with a cutoff of 1.6 Hz. 

 

 
 

Figure 4 AC sinus signals produced from the DC block at 

frequencies 1 MHz 

 

 

The consequence of the DC block circuit is the 

disappearance of signals with low frequencies as 

shown in Figure 5. When the voltage produced is 

plotted with respect to frequency, it results in low 

Vrms at frequencies less than 10 Hz. 

 

 
Figure  5 Vrms produced after through pass DC block 

 

 

(3) VCCS (voltage controlled current source) 

 

The VCCS schematic shown in Figure 6 consists of a 

high pass filter, multilevel amplifier, buffer. The 

research uses VCCS dual op-Amp with RF, Rs, and R1 

are 2 kΩ shown in Figure 6. The VCCS 

characterization related to current stability against 

frequency and load is shown in Figure 7. This VCCS 

can produces a constant electric current of 1 mA up 

to a frequency of 150 kHz with a load of 1 kΩ, 100 kHz 

with a load of 2 kΩ, and 80 kHz with a load of 3 kΩ. 
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Figure 6 Schematic of VCCS 

 

 
Figure 7 The curve of VCCS current stability for the load at a 

frequency of 10 to 100 kHz 

 

 

(4) Voltage Measurement  

 

Voltage measurement composed of the buffer, 

instrument amplifier, voltage converter, and ADC 

showed in Figure 8. The buffer used to maintain the 

voltage measured, instrumentation amplifier used to 

measure the potential between electrodes, a 

voltage converter used to convert VAC into VRMS,  

and ADC used to convert analog to digital data. It 

needs 16 buffers to keep the potential measured 

from 16 electrodes. 

 

 

 
Figure  8 Voltage Measurement system 

 

 

The output of the function generator was 

connected to each input port of the buffer and the 

output of the buffer was connected to the digital 

oscilloscope to observe until the 500 kHz waveform 

Rms voltage. The waveform can be seen in Figure 9, 

in which green line is input signal and yellow line is 

output signal. 

 

 
 

Figure 9 Input and Output Passed through Buffer at 

Frequencies of 500 kHz 

 

 

The output waveform of the buffer was no 

sinusoidal at the frequency of 500 kHz or above, 

however, it was triangular. The performance 

revealed that the frequency which could be 

inputted to the buffer between 10 Hz to 100 kHz. 

Testing was conducted by injecting sinusoidal 

signals with varied frequencies and the input voltage 

and then measuring the output RMS voltage of the 

AD620. The input-output signals and RMS are shown 

in Figure 10 and Figure 11 respectively, in which the 

green line is input and the yellow line is output. The 

performance revealed that the frequency which 

could be inputted to the instrument amplifier 

between 10 Hz to 100 kHz. 
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Figure 10 Comparation between input and output signal of 

AD620 at frequencies of (a) 10 kHz (b) 50 kHz (c) 100 kHz (d) 

1 MHz 

 

 
Figure 11 Performance of AD620 at varied frequencies and 

input voltage 

 

 

The performance of AD536 is shown in Figure 12 

which points out that at frequencies 500 kHz, the Vdc 

obtained was stable. The yellow line is the input signal 

and the green line is Vdc produced as output. 

 

 
 

Figure 12 Sinusoidal Waveform of the Input and RMS Output 

of AD536 at frequencies of 500 kHz  

 

 

The Microcontroller is equipped with a 10 bit ADC, 

however, to increase read a data, we used an 

ADS1115 as 16 bits ADC. The test of ADC was 

conducted by adding a variable resistor so that the 

voltage read by the ADC changed. The ADC testing 

with respect to the input voltage shown in Figure 13. 

The results have R2 = 1, means that it is linear. 

 
Figure 13 Testing Results of 16 bit ADC 

 

 

(5) Multi-frequency EIT System for Planar Objects  

 

The multi-frequency EIT device was composed of the 

module components that were already tested and 

analyzed. All of the modules were arranged into a 

multi-frequency EIT circuit shown in Figure 14.  

 

 
 

Figure 14 Multi-frequency EIT for planar objects 

 

 

The EIT system was used to scan the experimental 

objects which were in the middle and edge posistion 

shown in Figure 15. The two frequencies used in the 

scanning process were 10 kHz and 100 kHz. The 

determination of the two selected frequencies is 

based on the electrical impedance spectroscopy 

data, namely the two frequencies that have the 

largest impedance difference so that produce the 

maximum image contrast. Potential data was 

obtained and the results are shown in Figure 16.  
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(a) 

 

 
(b) 

Figure 15 Experimental phantom that consists of distilled 

water and a carrot, both to represent normal and anomaly 

breasts with (a) anomaly in the middle (b) anomaly at the 

edge 

 

 
(a) 

 

 
(b) 

Figure 16 The experimental phantom scanning data of 16 

electrodes using neighboring data collection methode at 

frequencies of 10 kHz and 100 kHz with anomalies (a) in the 

middle (b) at the edge 

 

 

The potential data of the experimental phantom 

object in Figure 16 was then reconstructed using 

back projection with =5x10-8 and =5x10-9 using 

data at frequencies of 100 kHz and 10 kHz as 

reference. The reconstructed images were shown in 

Figure 17. 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 17 Reconstructed images using back projection with 

data Vf = 100 kHz and Vref = 10 kHz using neighboring data 

collection method (a) anomaly in the middle (b) anomaly 

at the edge. 

 

 

Figure 17 shown that the experiment successfully 

reconstructed the image of a phantom both inside 

and surface positions. Therefore, it can be said that 

the EIT device has the ability to produce 

reconstructed images from the impedance of the 

experimental object. 

Each rectangular geometry EIT multi-frequency 

modul has been properly confirmed at a maximum 

frequency of 100 kHz. This study is a follow-up to 

previous studies,  it has studied the forward problem 

of the FVM method with rectangular geometry [23]. 

Rectangular geometry is very suitable using the FVM 

method so that the reconstruction process is faster 

and more memory efficient than FEM. The 

rectangular geometry fits mammography so well that 

it is possible to become dual modality EIT and 

mammography [21]. The researcher has done it with 

3D but only uses a number of electrodes on the top 

16 and bottom 16. The system can generates 8 slices 

with each slice using 8 electrodes to produce low 

resolution images. In our research, although it is still 

2D, each slice uses 16 electrodes so that the resulting 

image has a higher resolution. 

 

 

4.0 CONCLUSION 
 

The development of the multi-frequency EIT 

rectangular geometry device has been carried out 

by utilizing the DDS AD9850 as a programmable multi-

frequency sinusoidal generator, the AD620 instrument 
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amplifier as a linear amplifier, the AD536 as an AC 

converter, and the ADS1115 as a 16 bit ADC. Each 

component has been tested for its ability in the 

frequency range up to 100 kHz. The EIT system was 

tested using a phantom consisting of distilled water 

and carrots. Reconstruction using the linear method 

of the FVM forward problem with a frequency 

difference of 10 kHz and 100 kHz produced a 

reconstruction image of an anomaly in the center or 

near the surface position successfully. 
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